INTRODUCTION
Whilst research has been conducted to characterize professional vaneties of English (Swales 1990 , Bhatia 1993 , less work has been conducted for French (see Parker and Reuben 1994, Scott and Muhlhaus 1994) and, to my knowledge, none in the specific field of Amenity Horticulture The aim of the analysis of particular vaneties of English for Speafic Purposes (henceforth ESP) in the early days was to provide (within their limitations) a descriptively adequate account of distributional frequencies in the target language variety and thus offer a basis for prioritizing teaching items in specialized ESL (English as a Second Language) materials (Swales 1990 2) Widdowson (1979 38) argues that a purely structural approach which takes samples of actual discourse and breaks them down into their constituent linguistic elements may bnng little information concerning their functional significance He concludes a register analysis which atomizes discourse into linguistic elements characterizes a sample of language quantitatively as a manifestation of the language system What it does not do is to show how the language system is realized qualitatively in particular Applied Linguistics, Vol 18, No 3 © Oxford University Press 1997 instances as communicative activity It accounts for samples of languages as instances of linguistic usage but not as instances of communicative use (Widdowson 1979 39) The quantitative/qualitative, linguistic elements/communicative function dichotomies reflect in some ways the competence/performance debate The dilemma of whether to teach students competence or performance is nowhere more intense than in the Specific Purposes (SP) field where students wish to 'waste no time' (Johns and Dudley-Evans 1991 298) Widdowson appears to argue for a performance-based approach, one which takes each communication situation on its own merits, the speaker or writer making linguistic choices within the constraints of that situation A proponent of a competence-based approach might argue that the best way is to teach students the grammar of the language, thus equipping them with the tools they need to 'perform' in a communicative situation Performance-based models, however, may also include a strong lexical component and current thinking suggests that much of spoken language is composed of fixed routine forms which we learn as readymade 'chunks ' Weinert (1995) goes some way to explicate the role of formulaic language in SLA The approach to language learning espoused by most textbooks appears to me to be limited when applied to French for Specific Purposes (henceforth FSP) as taught to students of other disciplines in universities in Britain Many students now opt to include a language module along with their five other modules across the year and some courses include a work placement for 6 months or a year in France Generalist courses or courses devised for specialist linguists do not fully meet the needs of these students and for the following reasons 1 Apart from the welcome increase in courses in French for Business, few students will find published courses which cater for their specialist requirements 2 No account is made of the crucial difference between comprehension and production or between the spoken and the written language (see Ghsan and Drescher (1993) and Carter and McCarthy (1995) on 'spoken grammars', and Thompson (1994) on cohesion in monologues) 3 No account is made of the level of existing linguistic knowledge (a rusty GCSE 1 pass), lack of grammatical awareness and degree of motivation of most FSP learners in Great Britain ESP educators are insistent that students' ability be judged in real communication situations
The real test of success of any EAP (English for Academic Purposes) course should be based on the performance of learners in actual target-situations, academic or professional, for which they have been trained (Bhau'a 1993 193) Whilst this does not imply that language input data be denved from real communication situations (students could, for example, have a good knowledge of basic grammar and 'infer* the rest), SP tutors are at a serious disadvantage if they have no knowledge of the communication situations students are likely to encounter Increasingly, British students are taking up work placements in Francetutors of these students are in urgent need of raw data derived from 'actual target-situations, academic or professional' on which to base their tuition, prior to students' departure As most academic papers are written in English, there has been an overriding need to learn how to write scientific and technical articles I would argue that the first need of British students going to France is to understand the spoken language in non-academic contexts Swales takes a rhetorical/discourse approach to the analysis of academic research papers, 1 e he investigates how the academic confrene structures its arguments and how students may be assisted to form part of this academic discourse community Bhatia's study, too, focuses on 'moves' such as presenting the case, offering the argument, reaching the verdict, recommending action Bhatia misleads, however, when he says (1993 206) that 'the present level of research in contrastive rhetorical analysis indicates that academic and professional genres appear not to vary systematically cross-culturally '
Whilst there may currently be little evidence that moves within genres vary cross-culturally, there is substantial evidence that the linguistic realization of these moves vanes from one language to another and that this may be a source of negative transfer if students are not presented with models drawn from actual target situations
In addition, it is certainly the case that, for mainstream students of horticulture at a beginner or post-GCSE level of French, a priority lies, not with an analysis of genres, but with a characterization of the lexis and syntax particular to their field It will be interesting for the tutor, and possibly also for the student, to analyse why a particular syntactic choice is made, \ e what communicative function it has, but it seems that we must follow the development stages evolved by ESP-the linguistic building blocks first, whilst not losing sight of the larger rhetorical structures or genres which these linguistic structures flesh out Swales is at pains to emphasize that terms like 'medical English 1 can be misleading They overpnvilege a homogeneity of content at the expense of variation in communicative purpose, addresser-addressee relationships and genre conventions (Swales 1990 3) Biber (1986) , on the other hand, in investigating the similarities and differences among spoken/wntten text types in English uses a multivanate approach to track the relations among multiple linguistic features m multiple texts He uses factor analysis for empirical identificauon of groups of linguistic features which co-occur with a high frequency in texts, indicating a communicative function shared by the features (Biber 1986 385 emphasis added) To ray knowledge, no study has indicated such a link between form and function or the systematicity of such a link indeed, to cite but one area of research of this kind, Hansen's (1995 54) Wilkins 1976 , Munby 1978 ) may give some clues as to how to categorize syntactic features, the relationship between form and function is not static, being subject to the indeterminacy of the underlying performative The meaning or function is denvable or lnterpretable only in the context in which it is spoken on a particular occasion in a particular setting. Interestingly, Francis and Sinclair (1994 192) also reach this conclusion regarding the meaning of words The 'communicative syllabus' school of thought has remained staunchly lntra-lraguistic Halhday's (1973. 101) pictorial representation of the interconnection between language use and its formal system is informative in this respect Linguists have traditionally concerned themselves with the relationship between what Halliday calls 'macrofunctions', formal potential and grammatical structures This is precisely the area which Special Purposes tutors might wish to leap-frog, their concern being the uses of language and the syntactic means of implementing such uses within social contexts and settings. As Halliday (ibid.. 101) remarks, 'an "interface" of more specific features is needed to bridge the gap from the generalizations of sociology to those of linguistics' We are driven to examine each occurrence of a syntactic item on its own merits This does not, however, lead us to the undesirable conclusion that form-function relationships are ungenerahzable but rather that we must be aware that form and function are not in a one-to-one relationship and we should be wary of extrapolating too readily from one context to another The attribution of function to a particular form m a context remains subjective-a personal interpretation or reading based on one's own understanding as a member of a 'discourse community' However, if the input to the semantics is 'social and specific', its output is 'linguistic and general ' (Halhday 1973 100) and it might be expected that form and function may coalesce more generally than simply within a particular discourse community 2 3 Spoken and written French In recent years, a substantial and rapidly expanding literature relating to spoken French has developed Ambrose (1996) provides a welcome bibliography and the work of Claire Blanche-Benvemste (e g 1990 and 1993 ) and the GARS researchers and of Francoise Gadet (e g 1989) are recommended reading for those unfamiliar with the literature for French along with journals such as Recherches sur le francais parle, LINX, and the Journal of French Language Studies Many of the features highlighted in the spoken corpus analysed have been studied by other researchers in the field but often the focus is a syntactic rather than a functional one
EMPIRICAL DATA
The analysis presented below of a section of spontaneous speech recorded as part of the students' field course may be considered, then, as a case study in the emergent fields of FSP and corpus-based analysis As many problems may be raised as are solved The essential fact is that the language data is derived from an actual target situation Students are expected to be able to understand what the guide is telling them as they move around the experimental station This may lead us to certain limited conclusions but not to a characterization of 'French for Horticulturahsts'
The hypothesis to be tested is that the lexical and syntactic elements which are found m a specific sample of Horticultural French do not correspond to those which students encounter in their course-book The appropnacy of the grammatical elements included in course-books has already been explored in O'Connor di Vito (1991) with relation to object pronouns, relative clauses, and question formation m French, and in Glisan and Drescher (1993) with relation to double object pronouns, nominalization with lo, demonstrative adjectives/ pronouns, and possessive adjectives/pronouns for Spanish
Method
Sample collection-the corpus In order to obtain samples of target situation language data, students were accompanied on their field-trip to France and sample language was recorded using a video-recorder Blasco and Cappeau (1991) , Biber, Conrad, and Reppen (1994) and Carter and McCarthy (1995) provide cogent arguments for the advisability of an empirically-based corpus approach of this sort The recorded material was viewed and a 40-minute section selected for detailed analysis The section was felt to be most 'central' to students' concerns The recording was made at SILEBAN, an experimental horticultural station where differential rates of growth in plants-mainly cut flowers and bedding plants-are plotted against variables such as dates of planting, temperature, humidity (soil and air), lighting conditions, and so on There was some discussion, also, of the commercial aspects of plant-growing This is an important part of the students' course in England, commercial factors outweighing technical motivations in many cases M Bonissent, who conducted the tour was considered to be typical of a scientist working on an experimental station of this type and to provide sample data
The section selected was transferred to audio tape and transcribed Various concordancing programmes were investigated (Tnbble and Jones 1990) The Wordperfect 5 'do-it-yourself concordance^ mentioned (Tnbble and Jones 1990 84) is not recommended to those who are software-illiterate (or even to the software-literate) Despite the authors' admonishments to pay particular attention to tildes and to copy the text exactly (ibid 86), the tildes appear to have been omitted in their text
As a computer cannot say that a specific element falls into a particular category-e g subject-specific vocabulary item, verb in present tense, relative pronoun etc -one is obliged to mark each one of the items in a particular way (e g V for verb or H for Horticultural term) so that the computer can pick it up and one can make a frequency count In the event, it was decided that the judicious use of highlighter pens was a workable solution to some of the analytical requirements and that the Oxford Concordance Program (Jones 1995) might be used for some word-counts and concordances, where these were useful In addition, an analysis was made of the communicative function of particular syntactic forms Analysis 3 1 Lexis A full list of subject-specific lexical items was drawn up 2 A term was considered to be 'technical' or 'subject-specific' if it was felt to be unlikely to appear in students' generalist language course-book and useful in the field These words were generally monoseraous (e g aster, botritis) but could be polysemous with a restricted meaning in the context (e g cellule, clanat, irrigation) Benson and Greaves (1981) provide a stimulating discussion of field of discourse and suggest the term 'clustering' as a means of defining words pertaining to a subject-specific field They claim (Benson and Greaves 1981 49) The principle signalling of field is achieved through collocation, the patterned recurrence of lexical items in relatively close proximity with each other These items, being common to the general lexicon, do not individually signal field, but their clustering does Whilst words like aster and carrot, cell and climate appear m the general lexicon, they are defined here as 'technical' because they are clustered together If carottes (rdpees) were mentioned along with crime caramel and laptn chasseur, they would also become technical terms-but in a different field that of la cuisine francaise 1 In the 3,027 word transcription, 270 technical terms appear with approximately 470 occurrences These terms might be sub-divided into.
-names of plants and sections of plants, -processes applied to plants, equipment required including computer administration; -growth conditions; -commercial terminology Most of the flower and some of the plant names are cognates of English words aster, astromeria, carotte, chrysanthemes, escarole, frisee, fresia, geranium, gerbera, orchidee, pelargonium, romuncule, stance In addition, a number of semi-techmcal words could be guessed from a knowledge of English e g bulbe, botntis, cellule, climat, comparttment, CO2, concentration, cutting, evaporation, humidite, injecter, irrigation, monopole, modem, periodisme, PPM, programmer, qualite, quantite, temperature (ambtante), tester, variete, vegetation. However, often the French pronunciation of words in mid-flow can render them unrecognizable to learners who need practice m developing this skill (e g. CO2, PPM, cutting, with French pronunciation). Also there is no guarantee that students are as familiar with their own subject-matter as we (mere language tutors) might assume them to be As they are still students of their own subject area, they may not be able to draw sufficiently on their background of the subject to help them mfer the meaning of the French It may be useful to group word families such as Next, on to gladioli and the calendrier de production, involving planting and flowering dates. The next section continues in this vein, showing how the station operates mdoor periodicity in controlling the supply of certain flowers so as to meet market demands
The semantic grouping of the variables which affect plant growth may also be possible to elicit from the students temperature, light, heat, humidity Then on to the commercial side of things with an appropriate lexical set la grande distribution, monopole, centrate d 'acnat, client, acheteur, consommateur, fournisseur, gagner, revendre, requint In the final section, the variables to be manipulated are drawn together {temperature ambiante, aeration, concentration de CO2, pourcentage d'ouverture, humidite, la courbe de I'hydrometrie) along with computer terminology (informatique, ordtnateur, decentralise, donnees, code de gestion, programmer, Minttel, modem) It is important for L2 students to know which words collocate with which others The current corpus is unfortunately too small to be informative in this manner Indeed, one might mention this as being a limitation of the small spoken corpus-the quickest way to discover such collocations might be to appeal to the intuitions of the native speaker or speciahst-in-the-field Or indeed perhaps to scan written texts in to a computer (quicker than transcribing) and analyse those 3 2 Salient functional and syntactic features
Groupings of syntactic items under functional headings
The nature of the communicative event-an on-site exposition of the activities undertaken at a horticultural experimental station-gives nse to particular lexis and to a range of extra-and lntra-linguistic macro-functions realized m syntactical exponents in a manner summarized in Appendix A
\ On
The large number of occurrences of on (93 occurrences) reflects both the fact that M Bomssent is representing a group of employees under his direction and that he is describing what is being done and, to a lesser extent, what has been done or will be done at the station On is also used to describe processes on cultive, on voit, on le garde, on met le chauffage etc. This might be considered to be a covert instruction or piece of advice The extensive use of on in French (not least where English might use a passive construction) is well-documented (Byrne and Churchill 1986 203 and 286, Viollet 1988 , Ashby 1992 but the need to present and practise this feature with horticulturalists is suggested The natural translation equivalent of On les plante in English is
They are planted We plant them You plant them
There is a functional ambiguity in the French which is perhaps captured in the passive in English On les plante gives no indication of whether this is a description of a process which occurs at SILEBAN {We plant them /They are planted) or a generally well-known fact or invitation or instruction (You plant them ) On a occurs 51 times, being the principle manner in which information about the experimental station is introduced Vous avez is used in a similar way 31 times 3 2 2 Tense The vast majority of the verbs are in the present tense with 56 occurrences of c'est, 31 occurrences of vous avez, 51 occurrences of on a, and 169 other occurrences of the present tense in the indicative This reflects the descriptive information delivery mode adopted by the speaker The information-transfer function also explains most of the 15 occurrences of aller + infinitive, the 4 occurrences of the imperfect tense and the 17 occurrences of the passe compose, all of which bar 3 (Je vais faire, vous allez voir, nous avons vu) are in the 3rd person singular and 19 are with on Where other persons are used (vous avez vu/ nous allons voir)\ this is in the quasi-deictic sense of pointing backwards or forwards to other parts of the tour The passive voice is employed rarely with only 10 examples recorded, some of which could be interpreted as adjectivals rather than participles Where the passive is used, it is used to describe processes Le CO2 est recupere Le CO2 est injecte Qa a ete recherche Qa nous a ete conseille 3 2 3 Deixis The 'on-site' aspect of the extract is reflected in the use of a number of pointerwords ici (24 occurrences) la (48 occurrences, including 9 occurrences of la-bas) ca (65 occurrences, including 4 occurrences of ca, c'est ) as well as individual occurrences of celui-ldlcelle-ld, cette cellule-la, ce pelargomum-la, ces deux produits-ld 3 2 4 Cause and effect An essential node of discussion in an experimental station is that of cause and effect and many of the on statements might be said to express cause and effect paratactically (see Tyler (1994) Interestingly, of the 21 occurrences of negatives with pas, only 6 exhibit ne deletion This may reflect the semi-rehearsed nature of the talk, a 'spiel' perhaps frequently delivered by M Bonissent, a semi-formal group delivery rather than an informal one-to-one chat 3 2 6 A note concerning clefting Lerot (1991) suggests that the traditional view that a simple sentence is composed of subject + verb does not hold for spontaneous speech and concludes (1991 145) La phrase orale se compose d'un constituant obbgatoire le noyau et d'un constituant facultatif l'arnere-plan Clefting is a form often used in the spoken language to introduce a topic Heilenmann and McDonald (1993) provide a fuller discussion and review of the literature relevant to the broad theme of dislocation, including the question of clefting, whilst clefting itself is more fully treated m Lambrecht (1988) Blasco (1995) , too, discusses the relation between dislocation and thematization It is arguable that the use of clefting (c'est + NP + relative clause) is a form of left detachment which is not, as in Larssen's observation 'motivated' by the preceding context or situation (see Barnes 1985 111-12) Clefting is a form of foregrounding which is charactenstic of (though far from exclusive to) spontaneous spoken language where redundant elements may serve a timelapse function signalling the arnval of new information and allowing a listener in real time the opportunity to cue in In this respect, the construction c'est + NP + relative pronoun serves as a discourse marker This might be felt to be stretching Schiffnn's (1987 31) definition of discourse marker to include, not just elements which 'bracket units of talk', but which may also pervade themthe elements we are concerned with invade the units of talk themselves and are not simply initial or terminal Their role in information management is nevertheless not in doubt and echoes that of the 'less invasive' discourse markers discussed by Schiffnn A number of expressions with ce qui and ce que appear to function as discourse markers in a similar way c'qu'y a, c'est que is described by Barnes (1985 112) as being able to occur (unlike any detachment) 'in the absence of any cohesive links with the preceding context' The present corpus, like Lambrecht's (1981) In spontaneous spoken French, it appears then that the relative pronouns function primarily pragmatically as discourse markers in their role as clefting devices This has implications for the way in which they are taught Gulich (1970) explores the function of et alors and et puis as discourse markers in spontaneous French Interestingly, the two examples of et puis in this corpus corroborate Hansen's (1995) claim that puis is no longer a tune adverb-indeed, it is here accompanied by what would be a redundant apresbut directs the hearer to look for two elements to be connected In both the examples given here, the connection is a contrastive one
Caproduit toute I'annee mats beaucoup en avnl-mai, debut-jum et puis apres ca descend enormement Alors les corns montent pendant les periodes ou on a quasiment pas et puts aprks tls chutent
Does et puis function as time adjunct or an additive conjunct (to adopt Hansen's (1995) terms) in these two examples' I should like to posit once again a terrain vague or duality in which the function of puts as an additive-or in this case, contrastive^-conjunct, reinforced through its articulation of conjunctive clauses containing the contrastive pairs avril-mai, debut-juinlapres and montentlchutent, is permeated with the savour of a tune adjunct through its proximity to apres The role of the relative pronouns merits detailed investigation as does the status of the expressions ce qui fait que, ce qui permet de, and tout ce qui est This is not the place for an exhaustive study It should be noted en passant, however, that, m addition to c'estlil y a/on a + NP + relative, there are other, rarer, examples of 'less empty' verb forms also conforming to the clefting pattern
On travaille pour plusieurs producteurs qui ont de la quatneme gamme Done ce qu'on a fait, c'est qu'on a mis un ecran manuel
It has been suggested that 'the boundaries between word classes may be fluid' (Hansen 1995 37) and that the description of grammaticahzation relates to the 'relative indeterminacy in language and of the basic non-discreteness of categories' (Hopper and Traugott 1993 2) Ail other evidence from this corpus suggests that the relative pronouns have to an extent lost their pronominal function which is subsumed under the pragmatic discourse requirements of clefting In the two examples quoted above, the verbs travailler,fatre, and mettre are not 'empty' as in the cases of on a, c'est, vous avez and the pronominal function of qui and ce qu is more strongly felt Pressure from the high incidence of c'est, on, vous avez + NP + quiique and of coalesced expressions such as ce qui fait que, ce qui permet de, tout ce qui est, however, encourage a reinterpretation of the pronominal function of qui, que, ce qui, and ce que even in those phrases where their pronominal function is more obvious The data presented here reflects the chtic + co-referential NP pattern descnbed by Ashby (1982) and provides support for his assertion (1982 38 ) that nonstandard French is changing to a type in which 'the topic notion (is) integrated into the basic sentence structure topic and subject are distinct' There appears to be mounting evidence, too, that, as qui and que, ce qui and ce que are used extensively as discourse markers in cleft constructions they are substantially degrammaticalized, losing their pronominal function In turn, ce qui and ce que, having lost their pronominal function, team up with other verb particles to form the grammaticalized new forms ce qui fait que, ce qui permet de, tout ce qm est It is suggested that these are in a process of coalescence, functioning as independent grammatical elements-as a conjunction, preposition, and determiner respectively
RECOMMENDATIONS

1 The syllabus
The analysis of the functional lexical and syntactic characteristics of this small sample of authentic data has thrown up unexpected findings regarding the appropnacy of the language syllabus contained in the students' current coursebook (which takes a fairly traditional approach with a good mix of situational language and basic grammar) Syntactic priorities dictated by the analysis are tabulated in Appendix B Not only does the textbook not provide subjectspecific lexis but, as noted by O'Connor di Vito (1991) and Ghsan and Drescher (1993) , the grammar points presented do not reflect the distributional frequencies of grammatical items in spoken authentic language, giving equal weighting, for example, to items which are relatively rare as to those which are very common 4 1 1 Lexis The students' generalist course-book gives them none of the lexis they require for their specialist subject Whilst some specialist items may be inferred from English or from the context and there is a danger that specialist vocabulary can become over-specific, some sessions should be devoted to the acquisition of specialist vocabulary and to developing strategies (recognizing English words pronounced the French way, astromeria, CO2 etc , inference) which will help students to cope with comprehension in the real world 4 12 Tenses As far as syntax goes, it appears that a concentration on the present tense and on the future with alter is both necessary and, contrary to expectation, sufficient, given that the overwhelming majority of verbs are in this tense m the sample Whilst it would be foolish to neglect the other persons of the verb (students may also wish to have interpersonal conversation, usingye and tu or vous), the study indicates that there should be a greater emphasis on on-and a concentration on on used in two functions 1 in the sense of 'we', describing habitual action (students could practise talking about customs or practices at their college), 2 in the sense of 'youV'one', to give instructions or prescriptions (students might for example be asked to produce instructions using on)
4 13 Deixis The prevalence of deictic expressions argues for substantial exploitation of activity ra the classroom, certainly the habitual use of the target language and visual aids to which one points and/or for the use of video to facilitate the introduction of icifld, vous voyez, on a, il y a, the demonstrative and relative pronouns The importance of the visual aspect of language teaching is highlighted by Kellerman (1990) and by the students themselves, the vast majority of whom claimed on feedback questionnaires (administered at UWE in 1995) to prefer video to audio as it was 'more realistic' and 'gave more clues' As Kellerman remarks this is an area requiring more research 4 1 4 Cause and effect This is an area neglected by the students' current course-book, which is vital for their understanding of their subject area and which may be expressed paratactically or hypotactically, involving subordination Subordination is generally a linguistic area not tackled in beginners/intermediate courses as it involves a degree of complex clausal embedding Schleppegrell (1992 118-19) argues convincingly that many subordinate clauses in the spoken language are not embedded but are rather 'simple parallel structures' She outlines the educational implications of this and includes references to the literature concerning the discourse function that different clause types represent As far as horticultural French is concerned* a number of different subordinating conjunctions are employed in the data, all of which served, however, a similar function-to express cause and effect-as exemplified above On the basis of the pnontization given to the functional areas required by the communication situations in which students may have to operate, it is recommended that this area is presented to students such that they are able to interpret the uses to which language may be put within their subject area 4 1 5 Features of spoken French Spontaneous spoken French and the features associated with it do not feature in the students' course-book and students in the field are more likely to encounter it than scripted or formal lectures (I'ecnt oralise) It is imperative to include some exposure to this in their course The foregrounding of topic, using clefting, c'est, on a, or vous avez + NP + a relative pronoun reflects English usage It is recommended that students are introduced to this feature for comprehension purposes without over-emphasis on the distinction between the subject and object pronouns qui and que/qu' which students of traditional intermediate/advanced courses might be expected to manipulate productively O'Connor di Vito (1991) notes the overriding importance of quifce qui and quel ce que over dont and '-quel pronouns The use of c'est-a-dire (que), disons (que), and ce qu'on appelle to define or add further information is widespread in spoken French These items may be introduced naturally in the classroom The common grammaticahzed relative clauses ce qui fait que, ce qui (me/nous) permet de, tout ce qui est may also be introduced formulaically as lexical or functional discourse-marking items Students will perhaps then 'recognize' these items-which are commonly used in spoken French-and not be fazed by them 4 2 Methodology The development of a methodology aimed at presenting and practising subjectspecific listening comprehension in general or, indeed, the new features of the syllabus recommended above in particular is too large a subject to cover in this article The use of authentic documents is discussed by Chalon (1970) , Duda, Esch, and Laurens (1972), Beeching (1980) , Besse (1981) , and by Little, Devitt, and Singleton (in Swarbnck 1994) Whether the authentic text is used as text or pre-text (see Ruddell 1978 , Riggenbach 1991 , and the kinds of task (Hutchmson and Waters 1987 , Nunan 1989 , Crookes and Gass 1993 , employed to promote students' comprehension-appropriate development of lexis (see Kelly 1991) , the development of listening comprehension (Ur 1984) and listening comprehension strategies (see O'Malley, Chamot, and Kupper 1989)-will depend on the nature of the text and the students One general principle, however, emerges if we wish students to understand and/or speak spontaneous spoken French as opposed to I'ecnt oralise, we need to work towards creating pedagogic grammars which are appropriate, I e based on the spoken, not the written, language As research on spoken French continues, a clearer picture will enable us to do so The use of video may help surmount the problems inherent in the context-bound and inexplicit nature of some spontaneous speech 5 CONCLUSIONST he analysis of specialist corpora as a means of establishing distributional frequencies of linguistic and functional items, thereby identifying 'gaps' in syllabuses designed for students of Languages for Special Purposes has been tentatively revealed as valid by this study The gathenng of a restncted corpus in a genuine communication situation, its transcription and analysis, both quantitatively for lexical and syntactic features and qualitatively to investigate relevant functions and how form and function interrelate, has led to recommendations regarding syllabus design and methodology It is posited that the relationship between function and form may be dual or indeterminate and that grammatical categories are non-discrete The following items have been identified as being key elements for students' comprehension dunng a tour of an experimental horticultural station -subject-specific lexis, -transfer of information, description of processes and the expression of cause and effect, using on, the present tense, extra-linguistic deixis, -features of spontaneous spoken French foregrounding by means of cleftmg backtracking using definitional discourse markers, the use of set phrases containing grammaticahzed ce quilce quelce qu',
Recommendations for methodology include
-the use of authentic audio/video texts as text or pre-text, -the use of lexical sets, superordinates, and hyponyms, -the use of visual aids, including video, for the presentation of deixis
In conclusion, the study confirms the value of detailed analysis as a piece of action research, in which tutors acquaint themselves in detail with the functions, lexis, and syntax required by their clientele Detailed linguistic investigations of this sort also bnng insights into the linguistic system-in this case that of spontaneous spoken French-which may be of interest, not only to applied but also to theoretical linguists NOTES 1 The examinations leading to the award of the Genera] Certificate of Secondary Education are taken at age 16 after 5 years of study of the language Language study is often dropped at this stage as, in general, only 3 A level subjects are pursued There is therefore a gap between school and university language study 2 Detailed numerical data are available on application to the author 
Syllabus priorities
It is not recommended that students abandon their generalist course, as their needs are social as well as professional However, their professional requirements for comprehension of on-site explanations of processes might lead us to pnontize the following items in their first year of university study at a (false-) beginner or post-GCSE level 
